LANDER QUICK RULES
Victory Conditions (pg. 7-12)
•
•
•

Basic Simulation – the first player to reach 7 Mission Stars wins.
Early Arrival – the last year is triggered when a player reaches 10 Mission Stars.
The player with the most stars at the end of that year wins.
Planned Arrival – the player with the most Mission Stars after 5 years wins.

Sectors (pg. 18)
•
•
•
•

Sectors can only be claimed by a single player, by placing a structure in the lowest
value corner.
Sectors typically produce more resources as they are Upgraded (i.e. placing a second
structure on the sector in the counter clockwise direction).
When Expanding, you must claim the closest available, unoccupied sector, adjacent to
one of your sectors (adjacency is determined by the sector, not the structure).
When claiming a new sector during year setup, you cannot Upgrade an existing sector.

Resources (pg. 18)
•
•
•

Resources are collected at the start of each year based on Items, Events, Leadership
Abilities and sector values (in this order).
Resources can only be acquired during a year via Action cards and Leadership Abilities.
Resources can be converted at a 2:1 ratio as a Free Order and used to perform
Official Orders (see Order Options card).

Activity Cards (pg. 36)
•
•
•

2 Action cards, 1 Item card and 1 Training card are dealt to each player at the start
of each year (known as the start-of-year allocation).
Activity cards can be attached, played, consolidated or traded between players, but
cannot be freely discarded from your hand during a year.
There’s no hand limit during a year. When Preparing for Year End, you can only carry
over 5 Activity cards and 5 resources (cards above this limit must be discarded).

Training Cards (pg. 27)
• Training has no requirements and can be attached to any crew member.
• Once attached, Training cannot be moved, discarded or rotated.
• Crew members cannot have 2 of the same trait attached.
Item Cards (pg. 29)
• Items can only be attached to crew members that meet the specified attachment
criteria (left side of card).
• Once attached, Items can be moved to other crew members but only if they meet the
criteria. They can also be discarded.
• The attachment criteria must only be satisfied at the moment of attachment.
• Items with the brown Leader icon can only be attached to a Leader or Leadership
Trained crew member.
Action Cards (pg. 33)
• Action cards can only be played if the play criteria are met (left side of card).
• The play criteria can be required on a single crew member or among your crew, as
defined by the card.
• Action cards can be played on your turn as an Official Order or as an Anytime Order
(look for ‘Play Anytime’ symbol on card).

Crew Cards (pg. 23)
•
•
•
•

You must always have at least 1 crew member on your roster (max. 4).
Crew members have a max. of 4 attachment slots to hold Items and Training.
When a crew member occupies the Leader Slot on a crew roster or has a Leadership
Training card attached, their Leadership Ability becomes activated.
Some Leadership Abilities are passive; others must be used as an order. Some
abilities can be used unlimited times per year, while others can only be used once by
placing a piece on the ability marker (as shown to the left).

Mission Cards (pg. 40)
•
•
•

To complete a Mission, you must satisfy the trait and/or class and/or special criteria
requirements on the Mission card and pay the required resources as an Official Order.
Missions can only be completed if the above criteria is met. The criteria can be on a
single crew member (white icon) or among your crew (black icon).
All players can compete for Public Missions, whereas Private Missions can only be
completed by the player who holds them.

Accolade Cards (pg. 43)
•
•
•

Accolades reward achievement in specific fields. Unlike Missions, they do not require
resources to complete, but their corresponding Mission Stars are not officially earned
until the end of the game.
If you surpass the player that currently holds an Accolade, then you take possession
of it by placing your piece(s) on the card accordingly.
Earning an Accolade is like setting a record. Even if your level of achievement in that
field drops later in the game, your marker does not move backward.

Event Cards (pg. 38)
•
•
•
•

There are no Events in the Basic Simulation variant.
Events are drawn at the start of each year. Some do not involve a choice. Those which
do must be resolved immediately, even if the effect persists during the year.
Any Activity cards gained from Events can be attached immediately as an Anytime
Order, but must be done before the next Event (or step) in year setup.
In the Planned Arrival variant, each Event must be resolved before the next is drawn.

Orders (pg. 7-12)
There are 3 types of orders:
• Anytime Orders – can be performed literally anytime during the game, even when it’s not your turn.
• Free Orders – optional orders that can be performed unlimited times per turn, but must be performed before
your Official Order.
• Official Orders – you must perform 1 per turn or exit the year by Preparing for Year End.
• If you cannot, or choose not to, make any more Official Orders that year, you must move your piece from N to
Y on your crew roster and discard any Activity cards or resources above your hand limit.

Additional Resources
•
•
•
•

Setup booklets – refer to the Basic Simulation, Early Arrival and Planned Arrival setup booklets for detailed
instructions on how to setup the game for each game style.
Reference cards – refer to the Year Setup/Year Procedure card for gameflow instructions.
Rulebook – refer to the Reference Manual (pg. 14 - 48) for a detailed explanation of the components, game
play examples, guidance and pro tips.
Videos – visit the Lander website (www.landerthegame.com/how-to-play) for setup and gameplay videos
tailored to each game variant.

